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Russian Defense Ministry held a major briefing:

“A whole team of bandits and Turkish leadership [Erdogan’s family as well] stealing oil from
their neighbors and are involved in illegal oil trade with ISIS” ~

[Full Video and Transcript of the Briefing by the Russian Ministry of Defence, 2 Dec. 2015]

.

FULL VIDEO REPORTS

Video Report by Russia Today

(with English translation)

Original video by Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation
(with English translation) 

FULL TRANSCRIPTS (3)
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(1) FULL SPEECH of the Russian Deputy Defence Minister Anatoly Antonov during the
briefing “Russian Federation Armed Forces fighting against international terrorist. New
data”

International terrorism is the world’s biggest threat today. It is not an imaginary threat. It is
very  real,  and  many  countries,  particularly  Russia,  have  firsthand  experience  of  suffering
from it.

The notorious Islamic State is the absolute leader of international terrorism.

But there are ways to combat the raging monster of international terrorism, and defeat it.
Russian Aerospace Forces have evidently demonstrated that over the past two months.

We are convinced that, in order to defeat ISIS, it is instrumental to deal a crushing blow to
its  sources  of  funding,  as  Russian  President  Vladimir  Putin  has  pointed  out  on  many
occasions. Terrorism without money is a beast without its fangs.

Illegal  oil  revenues are one of  the main sources of  income for  the terrorists  in  Syria.
According to some reports, they make about $2 billion a year on illegal oil trade.

Turkey is the main destination for the oil stolen from its legitimate owners, which are Syria
and Iraq. Turkey resells this oil. The appalling part about it is that the country’s top political
leadership is involved in the illegal business — President Erdogan and his family.

We have warned on many occasions how dangerous it is to court terrorists. It is the same as
pouring gasoline on fire. Fire may spread onto other countries, and that is exactly what we
are seeing in the Middle East.

Today, we will present to you only part of the available facts that prove there is a single

https://syrianfreepress.wordpress.com/2015/12/02/russian-army-briefing/deputy-defence-ministry-anatoly-antonov-1/
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team at work in the region, composed of extremists and the Turkish elites conspiring to
steal oil from their neighbors. Oil is transported to Turkey in industrial quantities along the
“rolling pipelines” made up of thousands of tanker trucks.

We are certain that Turkey is the destination for that stolen oil, and today we will present
you with irrefutable facts to prove it.

We have a lot of media people with us today, and many more of your colleagues will see
broadcasts of this briefing. In view of this, there is one thing I would like to tell you.

We appreciate the work of journalists. We know there are many brave, courageous people in
the press community, who do their job with integrity.

Today,  we showed you how illegal  oil  trade is  carried out,  resulting in the funding of
terrorism. We have presented you with hard evidence, which we believe could be used for
journalist investigations.

We are confident that, with your help, truth will prevail.

We know how much Erdogan’s words are worth. He has already been caught red-handed by
Turkish journalists, who have unearthed arms and munitions shipments from Turkey to the
extremists, masked as humanitarian convoys. For that, those journalists have been jailed.

Turkish leaders, including Mr. Erdogan, would not step down or admit anything even if their
faces were smeared with stolen oil. Maybe I am being a bit too blunt, but our comrades in
arms have fallen at the hands of the Turkish military.

The Turkish leadership has demonstrated extreme cynicism. Look at what they are doing!
They have invaded the territory of another country and are brazenly plundering it. And if the
hosts are standing in their way, they must be removed.

I would like to emphasize that Erdogan’s resignation is not our goal. It’s up to the people of
Turkey to decide.

Our purpose is fighting terrorism. Our objective is to shut down the sources of financing of
terrorism. We call  upon all  those present here to join us in this effort.  We are prepared to
make your findings available to the public. We will continue to present you and the general
public with evidence related to the financing of international terrorism.

Maybe, I would be too straightforward, but the control over this larcenous business can be
trusted only to the closest people. It is interesting that no one in the West do not ask
themselves a question, why the son of the Turkish President is the head of one of the largest
energy companies and the son-in-law – the Minister of Energy and Natural Resources?

There are no opinions in the western media on this matter, but I am sure that the truth
cannot be hidden.

Of course, the dirty oil dollars will work. I am sure that there will appear conversations that
all the data demonstrated here is a fake. Well, if there is nothing to hide, let the journalists
visit those areas, which are shown during the briefing.

It is evident that it was just a part of published information about heinous crimes committed
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by  the  Turkish  elite,  who  were  financing  the  international  terrorism  directly.  Any  sober-
minded  journalist  is  considered  to  fight  the  plague  of  XXI  century.

The global experience has repeatedly proved that objective journalism can be an effective
and dangerous weapon against different finance corruption schemes.

We encourage the colleagues for conducting a journalistic investigation on disclosure of
schemes  of  financial  support  providing  and  delivering  oil  products  from  terrorists  to  the
customers. Moreover, oil produced by the terrorists is transferred to other regions from the
Turkish ports.

The Russian Defence Ministry will continue publishing materials concerning delivering oil
products by terrorists to the foreign countries and informing about operations carried out by
the Russian Aerospace Forces.

Let’s join our efforts.

We will be liquidating income sources of terrorism in Syria. Join us and do the same out of
the Syrian borders. 

(2) FULL SPEECH of the Chief of the Main Operational Directorate of the General Staff
of the Russian Armed Forces Lt.Gen. Sergei Rudskoy

It will be impossible to achieve a real victory against ISIS without shutting down its sources
of funding.

As Deputy Defense Minister Anatoly Antonov has already mentioned, illegal oil trade is the
main source of income for terrorists.

To terminate this source of funding, the Russian Aerospace Forces have been delivering

https://syrianfreepress.wordpress.com/2015/12/02/russian-army-briefing/lt-gen-sergei-rudskoy-1/
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airstrikes  on  oil  extraction,  storage,  refining  and  transportation  facilities  in  ISIS-controlled
areas.

 

Over  the  past  two  months,  Russian  air  strikes  have  inflicted  damage on  32  oil  production
facilities, 11 refineries and 23 oil pumping stations. A total of 1,080 tanker trucks carrying oil
and petroleum products have been destroyed.

This has enabled us to reduce the illegal oil turnover in Syria by almost 50 percent.

According to the most conservative estimates, the terrorist group’s revenues from its illegal
oil operations have gone down from $3 million to $1.5 million a day. Multiply that figure by 4
years. After Russian strikes the terrorists’ income has decreased and constitutes 1,5 million
dollars a day.

However, terrorist organizations continue to receive considerable financial resources, as well
as weapons, ammunition and other supplies for their activities. Certain nations, primarily
Turkey, are directly involved in Islamic State’s large-scale business project, thereby aiding
the terrorists.

The  General  Staff  of  the  Russian  Federation  Armed  Forces  has  irrefutable  evidence  of
Turkey’s  involvement  based  on  aerial  and  space  reconnaissance  data.

Today only a part of available information is to be presented.

We have identified three main oil transportation routes from ISIS-controlled Syrian and Iraqi
territories into Turkey.

The Western route leads to the Mediterranean ports, the Northern route leads to the Batman
oil refinery and the Eastern one ends at a large transshipment base in Cizre.

We  will  show  you  the  entire  chain  of  oil  supplies  into  Turkey,  from  extraction  to  refining
facilities.

Along  the  Western  route,  hydrocarbons  produced  from  the  oil  fields  near  Al-Raqqah  are
transported  to  the  north-west  of  Syria  by  motor  vehicles.

The image made on November 13, 2015 shows the stretch of the highway near the town of
Azaz linking Turkey and Syria where you can see a concentration of  vehicles carrying
petroleum products.

The area “A”, located on the Turkish side, shows 240 oil tanker trucks and semi-trailer
vehicles. In the area “B”, located at the Syrian side, you can see 46 oil tanker trucks and
vehicles waiting to cross the border.

According to available data,  a number of  tanker trucks are disguised as simple heavy
vehicles.
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Similar map can be seen near Reyhanli

Despite the fighting in the Aleppo province, you can see a constant two-way flow of motor
vehicles, as well as a large amount of motor vehicles on Turkish territory.

The video shows vehicles, which are freely crossing of the border. Here the Syrian territory
is controlled by the Jabhat al-Nusra illegal armed grouping, which allow the oil tanker trucks
and heavy vehicles with oil to enter the territory of Turkey. These vehicles are not checked
at the Turkish side of the border. There are hundreds of such vehicles.

Heavy vehicles are crossing Syrian-Turkish border with no restrictions near Reyhanli

The image taken on November 16 shows up to 360 oil tanker trucks and heavy vehicles
close to the Syrian border.

Up to 160 oil tanker trucks that just crossed the border are located in area “B”. In the
direction of the checkpoint located in the area “A”, a convoy of 100 vehicles is heading to
the Syrian border.

Space  reconnaissance  data  confirmed  that  after  crossing  the  border  oil  tank  trucks  and
semi-trailers are heading to the ports of Dörtyol and Iskenderun, where special mooring
places for tankers are equipped. There, one part of the oil is loaded into the vessels and is
sent to oil proceeding facilities beyond the borders of Turkey. The other is sold on the
domestic Turkish market. On average, one tanker is loaded with oil in these ports every day.

The space images of this ports dated November 25, 2015, show a concentration of petrol
tank vehicles, which are waiting for shipment.

395 petrol tank vehicles were detected in Dörtyol, and 60 in Scanderoon.

The next route leads to Turkey from the oil fields located at the Euphrates right bank. The
region  near  Deir  ez-Zor  is  one  of  the  largest  oil  extracting  and  oil  refining  centers  that  is
currently under the ISIS control

A large number of  oil  refining facilities  is  located here,  one of  them can been seen at  the
screen.

In  this  region,  a  concentration of  petrol  tank vehicles  awaiting shipment  is  constantly
registered.  Photos  of  automobile  columns  with  little  distance  between  each  other  are
presented.

In the area of Deir-ez-Zor, space intelligence means detected 1722 oil transporting vehicles
on October 18, 2015. Most vehicles were on the unequipped parking areas.

It is worth mentioning that the number of trucks at waiting areas, located in Deir-ez-Zor as
well as in other Syrian regions has been significantly decreased since the beginning of the
operation carried out by the Russian Aerospace Forces against the ISIS oil infrastructure.

There is no need to speak about ecology consequences of barbarian oil production.

Terrorists built oil lakes in the sand. One of them is located in Raqqah.
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After being loaded with oil, columns of trucks are moving from the Eastern regions of Syria
to Kamisli border town and waiting for their turn.

The presented photos, which were made this August, demonstrate hundreds of oil trucks
and heavy vehicles moving both to and from the Turkish border.

Finally, the most part of oil is being transferred from the Eastern Syria to a large oil refinery
plant in Batman (Turkey), which is located 100-kilometers far from the Syrian border.

The third oil transportation route to Turkey is laid from oil fields located in the North-East of
Syria and North-Western areas of Iraq through Karachok and Cham Khanik Syrian towns and
Zakho and Tatvan Iraqi ones.

The photos demonstrate concentration areas of trucks and heavy vehicles located near
these towns.

On 28  November,  50  oil  trucks  were  registered  near  Karachok  on  the  territory  of  oil
transferring point.

The photo demonstrates waiting areas of oil trucks located at the Syrian-Iraqi borderline
near Cham Khanik. There were registered 380 vehicles in August. Everything has remained
the same.

Reconnaissance is still registering movement of a large number of tanker vehicles crossing
the Turkish and Iraqi borders. Even more tanker vehicles are registered on the Iraqi-Turkish
border. Their amount has not decreased for the last three months.

Therefore, footage, dating from November 14, allowed detecting 1,104 oil trucks and heavy
vehicles near Zakho and Tatvan.

They can’t fail to be noticed.

However,  there  not  strikes  on  these  columns  from  the  coalition  party.  Only  significant
increase  in  the  number  of  strategic  UAVs  is  being  observed.

Taking into consideration the fact that there are no strikes by the US-led coalition, the
coordinates of active concentration areas with tanker trucks near certain inhabited areas
will be published on the Russian Defence Ministry web-site after the briefing.

Then the trucks are crossing the borderline near Zakho with no restriction. Oil products are
transported  from  Zakho  to  refinery  plants.  The  nearest  one  is  located  in  Batman.  Oil
products can be also transported to the large logistics center of the route, which is located
close to the border between Iraq and Turkey, near Silopi.

The photo taken from the space on November 14 demonstrates presence of 3,220 oil trucks
and vehicles. There is no need in further comments. The scale of the illegal business are
truly impressive.

In  total,  in  their  illegal  oil  business,  terrorists  are  using  no  less  than  8,500  trucks
transporting up to 200,000 tons of oil every day. Most of the vehicles are entering the
Turkish territory from Iraq.
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The  Russian  aviation  group  will  continue  performing  tasks  concerning  liquidating  oil
infrastructure facilities of the ISIS terrorist organization in the Syrian Arab Republic. The
Russian Defence Ministry also encourages the coalition colleagues to such actions.

(3) FULL SPEECH of the Chief of the Main Operational Directorate of Chief
of National Centre for State Defence Control Lt.Gen. Mikhail Mizintsev

Convincing and irrevocable facts of a large-scale and harsh of theft energy resources from
the sovereign state of Syria have been demonstrated today.

It is to be stressed that financial flows from the resale of oil products aim not only to enrich
the leadership of Turkey; they are partially, but in large quantities, returned to the Syrian
Arab Republic in terms of weapons, ammunition and mercenaries of different kind.

This  week,  ISIS  and  Jabhat  al-Nusra  has  been  reinforced  with  up  to  2,000  militants,
approximately 120 tons of munitions and 250 pieces of automobile hardware coming from
Turkey.

According to the hard evidence gained in the course of intelligence, the Turkish party has
been providing such activities regularly and for a long time. They do not even plan to stop
doing it.

Certainly,  next  week  we  will  inform  you  about  delivery  of  weapons,  ammunition,
components of explosives, communication and other means by the Turkish party, training of
terrorists in camps in the Turkish territory.

https://syrianfreepress.wordpress.com/2015/12/02/russian-army-briefing/lt-gen-mikhail-mizintsev-1/
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Russia says Turkish leadership involved in illegal oil trade with DAESH ~ [summary]

(RussiaToday Report, 2 Dec. 2015) ~ Turkey’s leadership, including President Erdogan and
his family,  is  involved in illegal  oil  trade with Islamic State militants,  says the Russian
Defense Ministry,  stressing that  Turkey is  the final  destination for  oil  smuggled from Syria
and Iraq.

The Russian Defense Ministry held a major briefing on new findings concerning IS funding in
Moscow on Wednesday.

According to Deputy Defense Minister Anatoly Antonov, Russia is aware of three main oil
smuggling routes to Turkey.

“Today,  we  are  presenting  only  some  of  the  facts  that  confirm  that  a  whole
team of bandits and Turkish elites stealing oil from their neighbors is operating
in the region,” Antonov said, adding that this oil “in large quantities” enters the
territory of Turkey via“live oil pipelines,” consisting of thousands of oil trucks.

Antonov added that Turkey is the main buyer of smuggled oil coming from Iraq and Syria.

“According to our data, the top political leadership of the country – President
Erdogan and his family – is involved in this criminal business.”

However, since the start of Russia’s anti-terrorist operation in Syria on September 30, the
income of Islamic State (IS, formerly ISIS) militants from illegal oil  smuggling has been
significantly reduced, the ministry said.

https://syrianfreepress.wordpress.com/2015/12/02/russian-army-briefing/ministry-of-defence-of-the-russian-federation-briefing-2/
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© syria.mil.ru ~ [click to enlarge]

“The income of this terrorist organization was about $3 million per day. After
two  months  of  Russian  airstrikes  their  income  was  about  $1.5  million  a
day,” Lieutenant-General Sergey Rudskoy said.

At  the  briefing  the  ministry  presented  photos  of  oil  trucks,  videos  of  airstrikes  on  IS  oil
storage facilities and maps detailing the movement of smuggled oil. More evidence is to be
published on the ministry’s website in the coming says, Rudskoy said.

The US-led coalition is not bombing IS oil trucks, Rudskoy said.

Live Updates (click):

Russian military reveals new details of ISIS funding

https://syrianfreepress.wordpress.com/2015/12/02/russian-army-briefing/syria-mil-ru/
https://twitter.com/MuradoRT
https://www.rt.com/news/324252-russian-military-news-briefing/
https://www.rt.com/news/324252-russian-military-news-briefing/
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Tu-22 MZ strategic bombers of Russia’s Aerospace Defense Forces set to hit ISIS targets in
Syria © Ministry of defence of the Russian Federation / Sputnik
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